
Hearing Direct Bliss Hearing Aids are designed to help you rediscover the joy of
sound. With advanced technology and a comfortable design, Bliss hearing aids
are the perfect solution for anyone who wants to improve their hearing and
quality of life.

Experience the joy of sound for yourself - contact Hearing
Direct today to learn more about Bliss hearing aids and
how they can improve your quality of life.

www.hearingdirect.com
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Hearing Direct Bliss Hearing Aids
Rediscover the Joy of Sound



Introducing our newest offering, the HD Bliss 4, an ideal pre-programmed option
designed to address challenges related to speech clarity. This version is slightly
smaller compared to the HD2.

It excels in various scenarios such as everyday listening, television usage, and small
group gatherings. Perfect for occasional use.

For your convenience, the device is rechargeable and features a user-friendly
rocker switch to adjust volume and switch between programs.

To ensure optimal comfort and fit, each pair of devices is accompanied by a range
of fitting tips in small, medium, and large sizes.

The thin silicon tubing directs the amplified sound into the ear canal. A ‘dome’ is
attached to the end of the thin tubing. The dome helps the thin tubing sit
comfortably in the ear canal. The thin tubing should sit close to the side of the head,
and when in place correctly, offers an extremely discreet fitting.

"I can't believe how much I was
missing before I started using
Hearing Direct Bliss hearing aids. Now
I can hear everything clearly and
enjoy life to the fullest." John, age 55
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HD Bliss 4 Digital Hearing Aid

Don't just take our
word for it...
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